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Tiered wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have many advantages over traditional WSNs. However, they are
vulnerable to security attacks, especially the attacks to the storage nodes that buffer and process the data
readings from sensors. In this paper, we propose a secure data collection protocol SDC to support time-
based queries in tiered WSNs. With small overhead introduced to data communication, SDC protects both
data confidentiality and data integrity. In particular it employs data co-commitment scheme such that it
can detect the seriousness of data losing and estimate the value of lost data in the network.

� 2010 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

A tiered wireless sensor network is a wireless sensor network
(WSN) that, in addition to a large number of normal sensors, con-
tains many storage agent nodes that are enhanced with larger stor-
age and more computation resources, e.g. StarGate [1] and RISE [2]
nodes. Sensors in tiered WSNs generate data readings and, due to
limited storage, periodically send these readings to storage agents.
Instead of forwarding all readings to the sink node, storage agent
buffers received readings and return selected ones based on the
query from the sink.

In recent years, WSNs have gained popularity as they provide a
promising low-cost solution to a variety of challenges in both mil-
itary and civilian domains, e.g. real-time traffic monitoring, mili-
tary surveillance, and homeland security [3]. Comparing to
traditional homogeneous WSNs, a tiered design shows better
cost-effectiveness, longevity and scalability [4].

� A WSN application usually requires different functionalities:
sensing, storing data, and data communication. Sensing typi-
cally requires a large number of nodes to ensure coverage,
and few resources on each node; in contrast, data transmission
Elsevier B.V.
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and data storage require more system resources. Therefore
deploying a homogeneous network tends to result in unneces-
sarily high cost of the network.
� Prolonging sensor network lifetime is critical due to the slow

improvement of battery capacity, and the constraints of sensor
physical sizes and cost. Kumar et al. studied the suitability of
two hardware platforms – Mica motes and iPAQ for various
tasks [5]. Their results confirmed that a tiered WSN with func-
tion partition prolongs network lifetime.
� The bandwidth and lifetime of a WSN should scale with increas-

ing number of sensors. However, studies showed that hierarchi-
cal organizations provide better scalability over flat ones [6].

For many WSN applications, the sensed readings are sensitive
and thus demand for data security – confidentiality, integrity,
and freshness. However, the tight resource constraints of wireless
sensors restrict the adoption of traditional computation-intensive
security algorithms. In this paper we study the security issues that
arise from time-based data collection in tiered WSNs, and focus on
defending attacks to storage agents due to their importance in data
collection. A compromised storage agent may (i) reveal its saved
readings; (ii) compose forged data readings; (iii) drop important
readings; and (iv) replay old data reading. Without carefully de-
signed security enhancements, the above attacks can leave the net-
work useless in a hostile environment.

In this paper we propose a secure data collection (SDC) protocol
for security protection in tiered WSNs. The following summarizes
our contributions.
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(1) We study secure data collection in tiered WSNs and propose
SDC to protect both data confidentiality and data integrity.
In particular, we focus on defending message dropping
attacks and propose to employ data co-commitment to
detect and evaluate the abnormality during data collection.

(2) SDC introduces low-cost to existing data communication.
When each sensor has n neighbours, the communication
overhead between storage agents and normal sensors is
O(n(logn + lh + rl)) and in practice less than 5% in most cases,
where lh and rl are two constant parameters.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We briefly review
the related work in Section 2. Section 3 describes the system mod-
els and our design goals. We present the secure data collection pro-
tocol SDC in Section 4. The security and performance are analysed
in Sections 5 and 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Regular Sensor

Regular Sensor

Regular Sensor

Tier 0

Fig. 1. Two tiered wireless sensor network.
2. Related work

While security has been a long concern in WSNs, only few se-
cure schemes have been designed for tiered WSNs.

The work most close to ours is a recently proposed scheme [7]
that employs an encoding number method to preserve data privacy
of range queries in tiered WSNs. In response to a range query from
the sink, storage agents return selected data as well as encoding
numbers that can be used by the sink to verify the integrity and
correctness. However, a compromised storage agent may drop
both data readings and the encoding numbers and just alleges no
data readings to be received from the corresponding nodes. Usually
the sensor network operations require low-power radio frequency
(RF) communication, which cannot rely on using high power to
boost the link reliability when operating under harsh radio condi-
tions. Thus it is difficult to distinguish security attacks from chan-
nel error. The proposed scheme in this paper helps to defend
message dropping attacks to the data collection system.

Secure data aggregation [8–10] targets at preventing data forg-
ing during data aggregation, and shares some design goals with our
scheme. However, secure data aggregation schemes tend to incur
high computation and communication overhead, and are not di-
rectly applicable for those data collection systems that need the
original readings. For other related security designs, Shao et al.
studied the problem of security and privacy protection in data-cen-
tric WSNs but their method employ homogeneous network archi-
tecture and can not apply to a tiered WSN [11].
3. System model and design goals

3.1. Network model

As shown in Fig. 1, a tiered WSN consists of three kinds of
nodes, i.e. regular sensors (referred as sensors thereafter), storage
agents and sink node. Sensors monitor interesting events and,
due to their limited storage, periodically send raw readings to
the storage nodes with a RF communication channel. Storage
agents are enhanced with more storage and thus can keep readings
of a long time interval. Instead of sending everything to the sink
node, storage nodes buffer readings and respond with selected
ones that match the query from the sink node.
3.2. Motivation

In this paper, we study time-based queries. For example, in a
country boundary monitoring system, each sensor generates a
reading recording the number of moving objects around it in the
Please cite this article in press as: Y. Zhao et al., A co-commitment based secur
tect. (2010), doi:10.1016/j.sysarc.2010.05.010
past 5 min, and reports all readings to its storage agent every
12 h. An inspector may issue a query as follows:

select all
when time 2 [5am, 12pm]
and day 2 [today-1, today]

The interval between two consecutive reports from a sensor to
its storage agent is referred as an epoch. We adopt a simple time
synchronization mechanism [12] to align the epoch across differ-
ent nodes. The report from low level sensors is as follows:
(tjsijvjd1j� � �jdk), where t indicates the epoch count and v is a bit vec-
tor with indicating if a reading exists in the corresponding moni-
toring interval (5 min interval for the above example); si is the
sensor ID; and d1� � �dk are data readings. The query from the sink
node is (qi, [ta, tb]), where qi is the query identification and [ta, tb]
indicates the time range that the data readings should be returned.
3.3. Attack model and security goals

We adopt Byzantine attacking model [13] to describe the mali-
cious behaviours, i.e. an adversary, with polynomial bound on
computation resources, may compromise sensors as well as stor-
age agents. Once compromised, the node is under the full control
of the adversary and may misbehave arbitrarily. We assume the
sink node is always trustworthy and only a small fraction of other
nodes may be compromised. We also assume the channel error
rate has an upper limitation in a real WSN.

A security scheme cannot prevent a compromised sensor from
disclosing its own readings, or forging false readings. However,
the impact from compromising a regular sensor is limited for a
WSN with a large number of sensors. Thus in this paper our
scheme focuses on defending the following attacks from compro-
mised sensors (in particular storage agents) to the readings of
other nodes. The adversary tries to destroy the data collection pro-
cess by the following ways without being detected.

� Data confidentiality attack. The adversary tries to get the raw
readings from other sensors.
� Data authentication attack. The adversary tries to fool the sink

node to accept forged readings.
� Data integrity attack. The adversary tries to drop some readings

from other sensors.
e data collection scheme for tiered wireless sensor networks, J. Syst. Archi-
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The first two attacks are ease to be defended by encrypting the
message and attaching a message authentication code (MAC).
However, the data integrity attack is difficult to detect because
the adversary may attribute it to the channel error or no data being
generated by the victim sensor. The main idea of our scheme is to
make use of a property of RF communication, i.e. a sensor can over-
hear its neighbours’ data submitting activities. If each sensor
reports some valuable information about its neighbours’ data sub-
mitting and only the sink node can understand this kind of infor-
mation, the adversary will not be able to simply drop the data
readings from a victim sensor because the sink node may detect
this data losses from the data readings of the victim sensor’s neigh-
bours with high probability. We will discuss the concrete method
in Section 4.
4. Secure data collection protocol

4.1. Preliminaries

(1) Master key based end-to-end encryption
To protect data confidentiality, i.e. a sensor should not leak its
readings to either its neighbours or its storage agent, we
enforce master key based end-to-end data encryption [14].
The sink node randomly chooses a master key km and gener-
ates the shared keys for each node by calculating H(km,si). To
enhance the security, we use one-way key technique [15] to
update the share key for each epoch, i.e. let ki,t be the share
key of sensor si at epoch t, the shared key for next epoch is
ki,t+1 = H(ki,t, t + 1).
This key will be used for both message encryption and
authentication. Symmetric encryption algorithms have rela-
tive low overhead and thus are suitable for low-cost sensors.
In particular, we chose RC5 [16] due to its small code size
[14].

(2) Modular encryption operation
In order to generate co-commitment without revealing sen-
sitive information, we define a sample encrypting operation
with modular arithmetic.
Let q be a large integer and k be a secret key. To encrypt mes-
sage m < q with k, we calculate
Please
tect. (
EMðm; kÞ ¼ ðmþ kÞmodq ð1Þ
To decrypt a cipher-text c with k, we calculate
DMðc; kÞ ¼ ðc � kÞmodq ð2Þ
It is obvious that the modular encryption is additively homomor-
phic, i.e.
EMðm1; k1Þ þ EMðm2; k2Þ ¼ EMðm1 þm2; k1 þ k2Þ ð3Þ
If m1 + m2 < q, to decrypt EM(m1 + m2, k1 + k2) with (k1 + k2), we can
get a unique m(<q) = m1 + m2.

(3) Data descriptor
To assist data retrieving, we use a data descriptor, i.e. a bit
vector, to denote the data distribution and the data range
for each epoch. Assuming the value of interesting readings
val 2 [vmin, vmax], we uniformly divide the whole range into
2l–1 sub-ranges and associate a tag with each sub-ranges.
The data descriptor consists of r (the number of monitoring
interval in each epoch) tags. For example, there are 8 moni-
toring interval and 23–1 sub-range. A bit vector
vi,t = 000001101110000011000111 indicates sensor si has
readings at 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 intervals in epoch t and corresponding
cite this article in press as: Y. Zhao et al., A co-commitment based secure
2010), doi:10.1016/j.sysarc.2010.05.010
range tags are, respectively, 1, 5, 6, 3, 7. It should be noted
that 000 means no interesting reading generated. Data
descriptor has two main functions: Firstly, it provides the
information of data distribution in an epoch. Secondly, it
marks the value range of each reading.

(4) Notations
The following notations are used in the description of the
protocol.

t is the count of an epoch,
q is a large prime number,
si refers to a sensor where i is the node identification,
S refers to the set of sensors,
A refers to sink node,
B refers to the set of storage agents,
Bi refers to the storage agent of sensor si,
Ni refers to the neighbour set of sensor si,
Ni;t refers to a neighbour set being overheard by sensor si at

epoch t,
ki,t is the share key of sensor si at epoch t,
vi,t is the data descriptor of sensor si at epoch t,
Ci,t is the data certificate of sensor si at epoch t,
CCi,t is the co-commitment of sensor si at epoch t,
H(�, � � �) is a secure hash function [17],
Ia ? Ib:m denotes entity Ia use a broadcast channel to send message

m to entity Ib,
Ia) :m denotes entity Ia broadcast message m,
m1jm2 denotes concatenating messages m1 and m2,
Eðm; keyÞ denotes using symmetric algorithm to encrypt message m

with key,
EM(m,key) denotes using modular arithmetic to encrypt message m

with key.
4.2. The co-commitments scheme

Due to the broadcast property of RF communication, the mes-
sages sent out from one sensor may be overheard by its neigh-
bours. If each sensor reports the overheard data submission of its
neighbours, then the sink node can cross-check if some data are
lost. For example, si reports that its neighbour sj submitted data
in epoch t but there is nothing received by the sink node. In this
case the sink node knows that some data were lost during the data
collection. To provide more useful information and guarantee the
privacy, we propose a co-commitment based scheme that works
as follows.

First, for every sensor si 2S that has readings in epoch t, it gen-
erates data descriptor vi,t and calculates

odi;t ¼ EMðv i;t ; ki;tÞ ð4Þ
Ci;t ¼ Hðijtjv i;t jki;tÞ ð5Þ

Then the sensor attaches odi,t to the submitted data message.
After overhearing the data submission actions of its neighbours
in epoch t, sensor si calculates

sumi;t ¼
X

sj2Ni;t

obj;t ð6Þ

CCi;t ¼ ðsumi;t jsj1 jCj1 jsj2 jCj2 j � � �Þ ð7Þ

where sjn denotes the identification of si’s neighbours. CCi,t is a co-
commitments from si that the sink node can use to detect the data
loss of si’s neighbours. Furthermore, the sink node may retrieve the
descriptor of lost data to meet certain requirements (see details in
Section 6).
data collection scheme for tiered wireless sensor networks, J. Syst. Archi-
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4.3. Protocol description

SDC protocol contains three phases: system setup, data submis-
sion and co-commitment generation, and time-based query and data
verification.

(1) Phase I: System setup
For a short period after deployment, the network is reliable
such that each sensor initializes to (i) determine its storage
agent and (ii) detect its neighbours and reports the neigh-
bour list to the sink node. The detailed steps are

Step 1:
B): helloðstorage agentÞ
Table 1
The nei

Sens

s1

s2

� � �

Please
tect. (
S): helloðsenorÞ
Step 2:
si ! Bi : ð0jijEðmi; ki;0ÞÞ
mi ¼ ði1ji2j � � � jinÞ
where i1, i2, . . . , in are the identification of si’s neighbours.
Step 3:
B!A : ðEðm1; k1;0Þj � � � jEðmjSj; kjSj;0ÞÞ
In this phase each node (sensor or storage agent) broadcasts sev-
eral hello messages. A sensor collects these messages and knows
its nearby storage agents and sensors. We assume each sensor
has at most N neighbours and at least one storage agent. If there
are more than one storage agents, the sensor randomly selects
one storage agent.
These IDs are encrypted and sent through the storage agent to the
sink node. At the end of this phase the sink node can establish a
mapping table recording the neighbours of each sensor (Table 1).
Considering the dynamic behaviour of WSNs, the sink node needs
to periodically invoke the system setup process to update the map-
ping table. Since performing such a process requires additional
expenditure of energy, the sink node must deliberate whether to
do it. In this paper we assume the sensors are quasistatic after
being scattered, therefore the neighbour relationship between sen-
sors are relatively stable. It means that the sink node only needs to
invoke the system setup process when there are some new sensors
to be deployed.

(2) Phase II: Data submission and co-commitment generation
Step 1:
Data preparation

We assume one epoch has r subintervals and the readings have 2l–
1 range tags. Since a sensor may or may not produce a reading in
each subinterval, a rl-bits data descriptor vi,t is generated at the
end of each epoch. The sensor then encrypts the data
Eðdatai;t ; ki;tÞ ¼ Eðv i;tjdata1jdata2j; . . . ; ki;tÞ ð8Þ
and calculates a certificate Ci,t using one-way hash function.
Ci;t ¼ Hðijtjv i;t jki;tÞ ð9Þ
Since the data descriptor is also a sensitive information, so we
use the modular encryption operation to hide it in odi,t. The treated
data descriptor can prevent the neighbours know the relevant infor-
ghbour mapping.

or ID 1 2 � � � n

i1,1 i1,2 � � � i1,n

i2,1 i2,2 � � � i2,n

� � � � � � � � � � � �

cite this article in press as: Y. Zhao et al., A co-commitment based secur
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mation, so we call it obfuscated data descriptor, only the nodes who
know ki,t can retrieve the data descriptor when needed.
e data c
odi;t ¼ EMðv i;t; ki;tÞ ¼ ðv i;t þ ki;tÞmodq ð10Þ
where vi,t is the data descriptor of si’s readings in the epoch t and q is
a large integer to ensure q > n � 2rl.
Step 2:
Data submission

In this step, each sensor submits data readings to its corresponding
storage agent. That is, a sensor si reports
si ! Bi : ðijtjodi;tjCi;tj|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Message header

Eðdatai; ki;tÞÞjHð�; ki;tÞ
where H(*, ki,t) is the message authentication code.
Step 3:
Co-commitment generation
si ! Bi : EðCCi;t ; ki;tÞjHð�; ki;tÞ

Each sensor buffers n(<N) overheard reports from surrounding sen-
sors in step 2, where n is a predefined parameter and the method for
choosing proper number are offered in the following section. It con-
structs a co-commitment CCi,t from obfuscated data descriptors and
corresponding certificates.
sumi;t ¼
X

sj2Ni;t

odj;tmodq ð11Þ

CCi;t ¼ ðijtjsumi;tja1jC1ja2jC2j � � �Þ ð12Þ
where jNi;t j ¼ n is a subset of Ni, a1,a2, . . . ,an are the indices of its
neighbours in the recorded neighbour set and C1,C2, . . . ,Cn are
respective certificates. Then si encrypts this information and sends
it through its storage agent to the sink node.

(3) Phase III: Time-based query and data verification
Our scheme supports time-based query service for autho-

rized users. The sink acts as the intermediary between the
user and storage agents. When the sink receives a query
from an authorized user, it propagates the query to storage
agents who respond with required readings.

Step 1:
A! B : Qi ¼ ðqij½ta; tb�Þ
where qi is the query ID and [ta, tb] indicates the time range in
which interesting readings should be returned.
Step 2:
B!A : Mt2½ta ;tb �

where Mt2½ta ;tb � is the set of readings in [ta, tb].
Step 3:
A! usri : ðtaji1jv i;ta jdata1j � � � ji2jv i;ta

jdata1j � � �Þ; � � � ;
ðtbji1jv i;tb

jdata1j � � � ji2jv i;tb
jdata1j � � �Þ

The sink then verifies the data correctness and integrity before
sending data back to the user. Since both the encrypted data and
the co-commitments are returned from storage agents, the sink
first decrypt the data and get v 0i;t and data serials data1, data2, . . .,
It calculates

C0i;t ¼ Hðijtjki;tjv 0i;tÞ ð13Þ

and verify if the received data generates the same certificate.
A warning message is generated if there is a mismatch.
5. Security analysis

The SDC protocol aims at ensuring data confidentiality, authen-
tication and integrity even if an adversary can compromise a small
fraction of sensors and storage agents. This section discusses that
SDC protocol how matches such security requirements separately.
ollection scheme for tiered wireless sensor networks, J. Syst. Archi-
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5.1. Data confidentiality

We first discuss how to ensure data confidentiality, i.e. prevent-
ing data from being disclosed to storage agents or other sensors.
For this purpose, all the readings are encrypted with a secret key
that is shared by the sink node and the sensor. The session key
used at each epoch is generated using one-way chaining hash
[15]. Therefore, compromising a sensor si will not disclosure its
prior data readings. Since the data readings are time-sensitive,
we also need to hide the time distribution of reported readings.
In our scheme, we attach the encrypted data count in each epoch
such that the data distribution is also protected.

5.2. Data authentication

We then discuss how to ensure data authentication and fresh-
ness. Since a compromised storage agent may behave maliciously,
it can send back arbitrary data as a response to the query. However,
false readings can be easily detected since the storage agent does
not have the secret keys of non-compromised sensors. Stale data
and outdated data can also be easily detected as the epoch time
is enclosed as part of the reply, and the session key gets updated
in every epoch.

5.3. Data integrity

Since the message integrity is protected by MAC, a malicious
storage node cannot tamper with the contents of its received mes-
sages. For data integrity we mainly focus on how to detect message
dropping attack, i.e. a compromised storage agent drops all mes-
sages that are related to some interesting readings. In our solution,
sink node will cross-check the data by using co-commitments in
the data reporting phase. The discussion in the next section shows
that the sink node can detect the message dropping attacks with
high probability (close to 100%) when the success rate of message
transmission is more than 0.8 and the number of neighbours is
more than 4. This indicates the sink can accurately calculate the
message loss rate based on the detection process, and thus detect
the message dropping attacks with high confidence.

However, an adversary may try to destroy the data retrieving
process by misleading the sink with bad information: the compro-
mised nodes use a selected bit vector to replace the actual obfus-
cated data descriptor. Obviously if the sink uses such a bit vector
to retrieve the descriptor of lost data the results will be wrong.
In our protocol the retrieved descriptor gets double checked using
certificate Ci,t, the wrong results get detected unless the adversary
can solve the following problem:

Given i, t,Ci,t = H(ijtjvi,tjki,t), find v 0i;t such that

Hðijtjv i;t jki;tÞ ¼ Hðijtjv 0i;t jki;tÞ ð14Þ

Since the adversary cannot get the private keys from non-com-
promised sensors, solving above problem is NP-hard. When sink
node detects such an inconsistency, it locates the compromised
nodes by tracing the providers of related co-commitments. An
adversary may also use a brute force method to prevent the sink
from retrieving a sensor’s data readings by dropping all data re-
ports of its neighbours. This method can be easily detected by
the sink because the data loss is concentrated in some special area
which forms a black hole.

6. Performance analysis

6.1. Message losing detection capability

If some data readings are lost (either due to lossy channel or
message dropping attack), the sink node uses the received co-com-
Please cite this article in press as: Y. Zhao et al., A co-commitment based secure
tect. (2010), doi:10.1016/j.sysarc.2010.05.010
mitments to detect and evaluate its severity. The key problem of
detection is how to distinguish the channel error and the message
dropping attack.

Our main idea is based on the following assumption, i.e. in a
particular WSN the channel error rate will be distributed in a cer-
tain range if there are no attacks. Therefore, if we detect the mes-
sage loss rate exceed the upper bound of channel error rate, it is
possible that there is a message dropping attack. The following is
the method of how to detect a message loss incident: Assuming
si is the sensor with no data, the sink first identifies si’s neighbour
list, and then decrypts the co-commitments of these sensors. If si is
not overheard by any of them, then it is most likely that no inter-
esting reading was reported by si. If si was overheard by some of its
neighbours but not the storage agent, it is most likely that there are
some messages lost. Based on such detection the sink can calculate
the message loss rate, and evaluate how severe it was. If the loss
rate exceeds the threshold that the network can tolerate, an alarm
message will be triggered. According to [18], the channel error rate
for WSN applications is usually tolerable in the range of 5–10%.

As discussed above the key problem of our scheme is how to
accurately detect a message loss incident. In our scheme, each sen-
sor summarizes and reports its overheard obfuscated data descrip-
tors of its neighbours. If a sensor reports interesting readings, but
messages have p1 and p2 probabilities (which cover the message
loss due to either lossy channels or security attacks) to be trans-
mitted or overheard, respectively, between sensors and storage
agents, and between storage agents and the sink, then the proba-
bility of the data loss being detected is

PrðdetectionÞ ¼ 1� ð1� p1p2Þ
n ð15Þ

i.e. the loss can be detected when at least one neighbour reported si

‘‘had data” in its co-commitment and the sink receives this informa-
tion. Assume p = p1 = p2, Fig. 2 shows the detection rate under dif-
ferent p. Apparently, under the same p, the more the number of
neighbours is, the higher the detection rate is. If p = 0.8 and n = 4,
then the detection rate approaches 1.

6.2. Data retrieving capability

We then discuss how to retrieve the data descriptor of lost read-
ings when the sink did not receive the report message from a sen-
sor, which is important for evaluating how severe the data lost was.

Theorem 1. SDC can recover the data descriptor of a data-losing node
sa if the following two conditions are both satisfied (i) one of sa’s
data collection scheme for tiered wireless sensor networks, J. Syst. Archi-
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Fig. 4. Recovering the data descriptor of gray nodes.
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neighbour si overheard its data descriptor and (ii) all other neighbours
of si are either recovered, or have their readings received by the sink.

We omit the proof whose sketch is as follow. The sink computes

R ¼
X

sj2Ni;t

kj;tmodq

*sumi;t ¼
X

sj2Ni;t

odj;tmodq ¼
X

sj2Ni;t

ðv j;t þ kj;tÞmodq

)

X
sj2Ni;t

v j;t ¼ kqþ sumi;t � R

and * 0 <
X

sj2Ni;t

v j;t 6 n � 2rl < q

)

X
sj2Ni;t

v j;t ¼ sumi;t � R; when sumi;t � R > 0

or
X

sj2Ni;t

v j;t ¼ qþ sumi;t � R; when sumi;t � R < 0

ð16Þ

According to the assumption, the sink knows readings except sa,
so the sink can find out

va;t ¼
X

sj2Ni;t

v j;t �
X

sj2Ni;t=sa

v j;t ð17Þ

After receiving the encrypted data readings and co-commit-
ments from storage agents, the sink node constructs a message
overhearing relationship graph (MOG) as shown in Fig. 3. In the
graph, the white and gray nodes represent, respectively, those sen-
sors with and without returned data. With incoming edges denot-
ing message overhearing relationship, the integer value in a white
sensor summarizes its overheard obfuscated data descriptor, i.e.
each white node si has a weight WðsiÞ ¼

P
sj2Ni;t

v j;t , and each edge
ei,j = si ? sj has a weight W(ei,j) = vi,t. To simplify the demonstration,
we use integer to represent W(si) and W(ei,j) in Fig. 3.

To find out how many data readings were lost, the sink node ap-
plies the Algorithm 1 to iteratively recover the data descriptor of
gray nodes. When a white node has only one incoming edge from
a gray node, the sink node can subtract the sum of the weight of
known edges from the weight of node, then the data descriptor
of corresponding gray node can be recovered. We change it to a
white node and iterate until no white node has one incoming edge
from a gray node. Fig. 4 illustrates an example for the process of
data retrieval. Gray nodes si, sb, and sg are recovered consecutively.

Algorithm 1. Input: a directed graph G = (V,E), like Fig. 3. Output:
the unknown weight of the dotted edges.

Procedure:
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Fig. 3. Message overhearing relationship graph.
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while (E–/)
{ edges=jEj

For each ex,y2E
if W(ex,y) is known

{ delete ex,y;
W(sy)=W(sy)�W(ex,y);

}
For each sy2V and W(sy)–0

{ if sy only has one edge that W(ex,y) is unknown
output countx,t=W(ex,y)=W(sy);
W(sy)=0;

}
If edges=jEj break;

}

If the descriptor of lost data readings in one epoch from a sensor
si is vi,t, the sink can know there are how many readings generated
by si and it can further estimate the value of lost data based on the
range tags. For example, if the value of readings val 2 [a, 8a] and
the tag of it is ‘‘110”, the sink will know 6a 6 val < 7a.

6.3. The efficiency of SDC

6.3.1. Simulation parameters setting
To study the effectiveness of adopting co-commitment in SDC,

we simulated a tiered WSN with 2500 sensors randomly deployed
in a 100 m � 100 m field. There are 50 storage agents each of
which roughly controls 50 sensors. The detection range of a sensor
is 10 m. We set the time span of each epoch to be 80 s, and the
readings to be generated per 10 s, and the range of reading size
is specified from 0.25 kb to 2.5 kb. Since in WSN applications the
channel error rate is usually in the range of 5–10% (or slightly high-
er) [18], in our experiments we vary the message loss rate from 5%
to 35%. Furthermore, we assume the rate of ‘‘bad” sensors is 10%,
which means the messages form ‘‘bad” sensors cannot be used to
retrieve the descriptor of lost data, and measure the effectiveness
of our proposed algorithm.

The simulation data readings are randomly generated by MAT-
LAB 2007 and we implement the retrieving algorithm with Micro-
soft VC++ 6.0. The program runs on a personal computer:
Pentium(R) IV 2.80 GHz, 1G, Windows NT. The relevant crypto-
graphic algorithms like encryption and hash are all from OpenSSL
library [19].

We first discuss how to choose n the number of neighbours. As
analysed before, if n is too small the detection rate of data losing
will lower (see Fig. 2). If n is too big, the irretrievable rate will in-
e data collection scheme for tiered wireless sensor networks, J. Syst. Archi-
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crease because the probability of one sensor having two irretriev-
able neighbours will be higher. According to Theorem 1, SDC can
recover the data descriptor of a data-losing node sa in the first
round of invoking algorithm, if one of its neighbour si correctly re-
port its obfuscated data count and all the neighbours of si have
their correct readings head by sink. Therefore, the probability of
retrieving is as following.

PrðretrievabilityÞ ¼ nðð1� pÞð1� p0ÞÞ
n ð18Þ

where p is the message loss rate and p0 is the sensor ‘‘bad” rate. In
our experiment, p0 is fixed and equals to 0.1.

Fig. 5 shows the results with deferent number of neighbours.
From the figure, we found that it is important to determine an
appropriate neighbour threshold. Our experiments showed that
setting n to be 4 gives the best results when p is between 5% and
20%. The actual retrieving rate is slightly higher than the results
shown in Fig. 5 because there are some data-losing nodes that
can be retrieved by the subsequent rounds of invoking Algorithm 1.

We recorded the rounds of invoking algorithm with different
(n,p) and summarized the results in Fig. 6. The number of rounds
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increases with higher data loss probability. This is expected as
more messages are lost and need to cross-checked when the data
loss probability is high. It requires larger number of checking
rounds when there are more neighbours. This is due to the fact that
with more neighbours, a missing report may be included in more
co-commitments.

6.3.2. Data retrieving efficiency
We first define a parameter q ¼ Ni

Nl
which is the percentage of

irretrievable sensors, where Ni is the number of sensors whose
readings cannot be recovered, and Nl is the number of sensors from
which data was not received by the sink. We changed the number
of neighbours n that each sensor has, and the data loss rate p. To
detect and evaluate the data loss, the sink node invokes the Algo-
rithm 1 and retrieves the number of lost data readings. Fig. 7 re-
ports the averaged results over 100 runs. From the figure, it is
almost always recoverable when data loss probability is low.

6.3.3. System overhead
Comparing to the communication overhead in WSNs, the com-

putation overhead is modest, for example in [20] the authors sta-
ted that the transmission of 1 bit consumes about as much
power as executing 1000–8000 instructions for the Mica2 mote.
Thus we focus on evaluating the communication overhead of the
protocol. In the protocol, the data report from sensors contains
data readings and co-commitment. The length of the former is
rm while that of the latter is n(logn + lh + rl) where m is the length
of data readings generated in each interval, lh is the length of hash
function H(�, � � �)’s output and rl is the length of data descriptor. We
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Fig. 8. The communication overhead.
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Table 2
The run duration of data retrieving (ms).a

(n,p) 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35

2 5.4 5.6 6 5.6 5.5 6.3 6.6
4 5.8 6.9 7.3 7.0 5.9 6.2 6.4
6 7.7 6.9 7.2 7.6 7.4 7.9 7.9
8 9.5 8.7 8.0 9.6 7.8 9.8 9.4

a As measured on a personal computer: Pentium(R) IV 2.80 GHz, 1G, Windows
NT.
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chose lh = 64 bits similar as [21]. Fig. 8 plots the ratio between data
readings and co-commitment when n = 4, lh = 64 bits, rl = 24 bits.
As we can see the overhead decreases significantly when the size
of data report increases, so the extra communication overhead
introduced by co-commitment is negligible.

Since there are no high-overhead operations in retrieving algo-
rithm, the run duration of it is very short. Table 2 shows our exper-
iment’s result.

7. Conclusion

While tiered WSNs provide better energy tradeoffs, the storage
agents in such networks might become the attacking targets,
makes it a challenging task to perform secure data collection. In
this paper, we propose a co-commitment scheme to support
time-based data queries. In the face of data loss, our protocol
strives to distinguish with high confidence the security attacks
from normal communication signal losses without heavy system
overhead.
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